MAPPA in an internet search service, in which materials and how-to-do tips for ESD can be easily found in one place.

MAPPA database contains already almost 1000 materials, which have been produced by various organizations from the field of ESD. The amount of material increases continuously. The aim is that in the future MAPPA will be the main ESD material distribution channel in Finland.

HOW DOES MAPPA WORK?

MAPPA is based on saving metadata (data about the containers of data) of material to the database. Metadata is saved with the simple form, which is easy to fill.

WHO BENEFITS FROM MAPPA?

MAPPA benefit e.g. schools, nature and environmental school teachers and early childhood education by offering tools and support for planning lessons and programs. Also ESD material producers benefits, because they are free to add own material to MAPPA. Service helps to bring good and high-quality materials more visible and more widely available.

HOW WAS MAPPA CREATED?

MAPPA originated in the project, which involved various different associations and even public administration. The project is funded by the Ministry of the Environment and is managed by The Finnish Association of Nature and Environment Schools.

CONTACT

The Finnish Association of Nature and Environment Schools
www.luontokoulut.fi
e-mail: luontokoulut@luontokoulut.fi

Technical implementation:
RecIT Solutions Oy
http://www.recit.fi/
e-mail: info@recit.fi

Visit MAPPA-website:
www.mappa.fi